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On-Screen eQMS - Medicinal Cannabis

Overview
The medicinal cannabis industry is rapidly growing with many opportunities to innovate and be early adopters
of disruptive technologies. Many newcomers feel overwhelmed by the regulatory requirements of Good
Agricultural and Collection Practices (GAPs or GACPs) and Good Manufacturing Practices’ (GMPs). QikSolve
provides a perfect solution with a low upfront cost and for successful businesses the ability to scale. Our prepopulated QMS is now “electronic” making paper redundant. Ibiqs, which is built on Microsoft’s Office 365
and can be hosted in the cloud or on premise, or both, offers compliance certainty and visibility to all quality
and business processes and record keeping. All systems ship with a prepopulated QMS written specifically for
the medicinal cannabis industry by our partners at PharmOut, world leaders in Good Manufacturing Practice.

Key Benefits
Reduced set up costs to writing your QMS, it’s pre-populated on screen for you to edit and modify to
suit your business needs and process flows in your grow house and head house.
Reduced your administration costs with centralised documentation and process management across
your business, all done on screen
Work more efficiently with powerful collaboration tools and the ability to work from anywhere with
Office 365
Improved control, accountability and visibility in to your processes with powerful reporting tools from
Power BI
Save time looking for information with improved search and ‘findability’ and all your information in a
central location
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On Screen electronic Quality Management System
Office 365 site template for Medicinal cannabis - A$20,000
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Your entire QMS available on screen from any location in the world or at the far end of your grow house,
which means your team can access critical instructions or upload any information. Using the enterprise grade
cloud-based Office 365 platform to manage the control and compliance of your Quality processes, means
your get to maintain your systems and business processes with confidence.
Information rights management and data loss
prevention stop access to information by nonverified users and the ability to time-bomb
documents to ensure they are not kept beyond
their intended use mean your critical data is safe.
The advanced security and systems management
provided by Microsoft you can rest easy that your
backup and recovery is in hand if you ever need
it.
With emails notifications and simple dashboards
users never have to look far to see the status of a
process or follow up on a key Quality action. Built
in approval with Microsoft Flow ensure that your
processes are maintained and robust and the
right users are involved at the right time.

The system includes
Workspace for sharing and
collaboration – Users can work
together seamlessly

Enterprise grade security and
control – your data is
controlled, and risk is managed

Notifications and dashboards –
keep everyone on top of their
tasks

Approval routing – documents
can have a defined approval
pathway

For more information contact QikSolve
Info@qiksolve.com
www.qiksolve.com
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